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Abstract: Tobacco smoking has been a recognized risk factor for cardiovascular diseases (CVD).
Smoking is a chronic relapsing disease and pharmacotherapy is a main component of smoking
cessation. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and smoking both increase the risk of CVD and are
associated with significant morbidity and mortality. There are few existing data examining how
pharmacological treatment, such as nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), bupropion, and varenicline,
affect smokers suffering with OSA and especially their cardiovascular effects. The aim of this review
was to evaluate the effects of smoking cessation pharmacotherapy on OSA with a special emphasis
on the cardiovascular system. Results: Only small studies have assessed the effect of NRTs on OSA.
Nicotine gum administration showed an improvement in respiratory events but with no permanent
results. No specific studies were found on the effect of bupropion on OSA, and a limited number
evaluated varenicline’s effects on sleep and specifically OSA. Varenicline administration in smokers
suffering from OSA reduced the obstructive respiratory events, especially during REM. Studies on
second-line medication (nortriptyline, clonidine, cytisine) are even more limited. There are still no
studies evaluating the cardiovascular effects of smoking cessation medications on OSA patients.
Conclusions: Sleep disturbances are common withdrawal effects during smoking cessation but
could be also attributed to pharmacotherapy. Smokers should receive personalized treatment during
their quitting attempts according to their individual needs and problems, including OSA. Future
studies are needed in order to evaluate the efficacy and safety of smoking cessation medications in
OSA patients.

Keywords: obstructive sleep apnea; smoking cessation; cardiovascular; CVD; pharmacotherapy;
nicotine replacement therapy; varenicline; bupropion; clonidine; nortriptyline; cytisine

1. Introduction

Tobacco smoking has been recognized to be a potent risk factor for cardiovascular
diseases (CVD) such as strokes, coronary heart disease, peripheral vascular disease (PVD),
atrial fibrillation, and sudden death [1]. It increases heart rate, blood pressure (BP), myocar-
dial contractility, the rates of thrombosis, and worsens pre-existing heart failure. Smoking
cessation is the most important step smokers can take in order to protect and enhance their
cardiovascular health. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is one of the most frequent causes
of sleep disturbance and sleepiness. It is characterized by repetitive partial or complete
obstruction of the upper airway that results in intermittent hypoxia and fragmentation of
sleep [2]. Smoking and OSA both lead to increased risk of CVD and are associated with
significant morbidity and mortality. Both conditions induce oxidative stress, inflammatory
response, and endothelial dysfunction and adversely affect each other, leading to increased
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co-morbidity [3]. Studies have documented the relationship between sleep disorders (espe-
cially OSA) and CVD as leading to hypertension, stroke, arrhythmias, myocardial infarction,
and heart failure [4]. Patients with severe OSA who smoke are at a greater cardiovascular
risk than smokers with mild–moderate OSA and non-smokers [5].

Smokers continue to smoke as nicotine is very addictive. Nicotine addiction is consid-
ered to be a chronic disease with increased risk of relapse after withdrawal. The symptoms
of withdrawal begin within a few hours after the last cigarette, may last for almost a month,
and include the desire to smoke, attention deficits, irritability, augmented appetite, and
sleep disturbances [6]. On the other hand, sleep disturbances are rather frequent during
tobacco smoking, as nicotine leads to sleep fragmentation, reduced sleep efficiency (SE),
increased sleep latency (SL), and decreased slow wave sleep (SWS) duration, resulting in
increased daytime sleepiness [7–9].

The effect of OSA on nicotine addiction has not been studied extensively. There is
a hypothesis that patients with untreated or undiagnosed OSA present higher nicotine
addiction as nicotine’s stimulating effects help them to cope with sleepiness, loss of con-
centration, and even to lose weight [10,11]. Nicotine raises dopamine levels in nucleus
accumbens, inducing the feeling of reward and arousal, and this enhances addiction, espe-
cially in chronically sleepy individuals [12]. Long-term hypoxia, as in the case of OSA, may
further enhance the number of nicotine binding sites, contributing to smoking addiction.
In accordance with that, the higher the number of nicotine receptors that are accessible, the
greater the nicotine addiction [13]. In addition, smoking increases OSA severity by inducing
upper airway inflammation, by affecting the upper airway neuromuscular function, and by
altering sleep architecture and arousal mechanisms. There is a hypothesis that smoking
cessation could improve OSA, but there is limited evidence to support this [3,10,14].

Smoking cessation has been associated with significant improvement in health and
quality of life [15]. The use of pharmacological treatment, such as nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT), bupropion, and varenicline, is recommended to increase the likelihood
of quitting [16,17]. In the past, there have been concerns about the cardiovascular and
neuropsychiatric safety of smoking cessation medications [18]. Subsequently, several
studies in the general population and in specific patient groups with different pathologies
(CVD, psychiatric and respiratory diseases) have concluded that they do not raise the risk
of serious CVD and neuropsychiatric events [19,20]. Pharmacological treatment plays an
important role in the success of smoking cessation [17], but there are few data to examine
how it affects smokers with OSA.The aim of this review is to evaluate the effects of smoking
cessation pharmacotherapy on OSA with a special emphasis on the cardiovascular effects
of these medications.

2. Smoking Cessation Pharmacotherapy and OSA

Smoking is considered a chronic relapsing disease [16] and should be treated with
different therapeutic interventions aimed at different aspects of nicotine addiction (physical,
behavioral, psychological, and cognitive). The combination of behavioral support, educa-
tion, and pharmacological treatment is the key to successful smoking cessation [17]. Clear
but brief advice (3–5 min) provided by any healthcare professional significantly increases
the motivation of a smoker to quit and increases abstinence rates [21].

Pharmacological treatment is an important component of smoking cessation interven-
tions. First-line smoking cessation medications should be the first choice of clinicians as
they have been approved by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and are considered
to be safe and effective in treating tobacco dependence. Nicotine replacement therapy
(NRT), varenicline, and bupropion are the first-line therapies for smoking cessation [17].
Second-line medications include nortriptyline, clonidine, and cytisine that are not approved
for smoking cessation in all European countries. They may be administered when first-line
medications cannot be used [17]. Prolonging the duration of pharmacological treatment
and a combination of different medications have been used in order to increase treatment
efficacy [17,22,23].
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Withdrawal symptoms are considered a main component in relapse and should be
treated with the optimization of pharmacotherapy and the appropriate psychological sup-
port with counseling. Cravings and withdrawal symptoms should be evaluated at each
follow-up visit of the smoker during the quitting process. During smoking cessation, sleep
disturbances are frequent withdrawal symptoms and contribute to daytime symptoms
such as irritability, memory loss, or concentration difficulties. Sleep problems and day-
time somnolence negatively affect the ability of abstinent smokers to cope with everyday
functioning, making relapse easier [24,25]. Patients suffering from OSA may have daytime
somnolence due to sleep deprivation from the respiratory events. This may make their
smoking cessation attempts more difficult. For that there is a need for the personalized
evaluation of each smoker with the appropriate therapies according to their different needs
during cessation. On the other hand, the different smoking cessation medications may
affect sleep and sleep breathing events, especially in patients with OSA [14,24].

2.1. First-Line Medications
2.1.1. Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT)

NRTs have been used for many decades for smoking cessation with significant efficacy
in order to provide the nicotine of cigarettes without the damaging effects of smoke [26,27].
On the other hand, there are few and controversial studies on NRTs’ capacity to improve
sleep disorders due to tobacco withdrawal [28,29]. There is evidence from self-reported
questionnaires of abstinent smokers that NRTs increase sleep disruptions. On the other
hand, in studies using objective data with sleep recordings, NRTs were not found to
improve the subjective symptoms of sleep disturbances during cessation, whereas the
objective signs were improved [30].

The effect of NRTs on the sleep architecture of non-smokers and former smokers
is similar. In non-smokers, the application of a transdermal nicotine patch resulted in
increased sleep stage 2, in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep reduction, and in REM sleep
rebound during the nights that followed the discontinuation of the patch. In addition,
no significant effects in sleep latency, sleep continuity, and total sleep time (TST) were
found [31]. Furthermore, in smokers undergoing smoking cessation, the transdermal
nicotine patch of 24 h duration appeared more effective than that of 16 h in sleep quality im-
provement by lowering microarousals and by increasing slow wave sleep (SWS) [32].
Both patches resulted in prolonged sleep latency and shorter TST, whereas only the
24 h patch improved NREM sleep, SWS, and arousals [32]. Studies using subjective
sleep variables found that more sleep difficulties were reported in those who used nicotine
patches, but the effect of the concomitant use of patches and smoking contributing to higher
nicotine levels was not always evaluated [33].

As both withdrawal symptoms and nicotine administration may affect sleep, it is
troublesome to discriminate between them. Withdrawal effects of nicotine addiction should
not be underestimated as there are studies that found that sleep disorders continued
with the use of nicotine patches, whereas in the placebo group they were even more
frequent [11,24,33]. Additionally, side effects such as sleep disturbances are related to
the duration of nicotine abstinence and the severity of nicotine dependence [33]. The
reduction in plasma nicotine levels during the night may induce withdrawal symptoms,
and especially heavy smokers may wake in order to smoke. This implies high nicotine
dependence and increased risk of failure or relapse [28]. However, we should take into
consideration that the heterogeneity of the methodology of the different studies, i.e., the
different time and dose of NRTs, the additional use of conventional cigarettes, and the use
of subjective or objective measures of sleep, limit the generalization of these results.

There is evidence that nicotine has stimulant properties on the activity of the genioglos-
sus muscle and on the ventilatory drive [7]. Further, there are studies with conflicting
results evaluating the effect of nicotine for OSA treatment [11,12,14,34–36]. Nicotine gum
(14 mg) use in OSA patients with different smoking histories resulted in the reduction
in respiratory events (obstructive and mixed apneas) early at night during the first 2 h
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when the dilating properties of nicotine on the upper airway were efficient. However, this
effect was not maintained as nicotine has a short half-life (2–4 h). For that, the respiratory
events increased until the end of the night as upper airway resistance also increased. Fur-
ther, sleep architecture, central apnea events, and end-tidal CO2 during wakefulness were
not affected [34]. On the other hand, other studies where nicotine was administered by
transdermal patches [35] or by tooth patches [36] did not find any significant alterations in
respiratory events. In non-smoking OSA patients that received a transdermal nicotine patch
(11 mg) for 12 h, versus a placebo, no positive effects on snoring or respiratory events [35]
were found. However, a negative correlation between the mean duration of apneas and
hypopneas and serum nicotine concentration was observed [35]. Sleep efficiency and TST
were also reduced with the nicotine patch [35]. In addition, in another study where nicotine
tooth patches in doses of 2 and 4 mg in OSA patients were used, no improvement of either
the apnea hypopnea index (AHI) or sleep stages was found [36].

Cardiovascular Effects of NRTs

Nicotine’s action on the α4β2 nicotinic acetylcholinergic receptor (nAChR) enhances
its reinforcing and addictive effects and on α3β4 nAChR mediates sympathetic neural
stimulation. Due to this effect blood pressure, heart rate, and myocardial work increase.
In addition, this may result in the constriction of coronary arteries and reduction in the
myocardial blood supply. These effects may increase myocardial ischemia risk and the
possibility of arrhythmias. It seems that smokers develop a degree of tolerance to these
cardiovascular effects of nicotine. NRTs provide less plasma concentration of nicotine
compared with cigarette smoking [37]. Several clinical studies have evaluated the cardio-
vascular effects of NRT, showing different results. Some studies found a significant increase
in heart rate and systolic blood pressure following the use of NRTs [38–41] while others did
not find any effects [42–46].

It has also been reported that nicotine patches (21 mg/24 h) increased the heart rate
and blood pressure of non-smokers and normotensive smokers, but not of smokers with
hypertension [44]. This could be explained by the fact that heavy smokers might develop
tolerance to the effects of nicotine, resulting in no hemodynamic effects. In addition, a study
assessing high cardiovascular risk patients did not show an association between nicotine
patch use and first myocardial infarction [47]. Furthermore, a meta-analysis showed
no increase in the risk of cardiovascular side effects such as hypertension, palpitations,
arrhythmias, myocardial infarction, or stroke in patients using NRT versus those treated
with a placebo [48], suggesting that NRTs are safe for smoking cessation.

Due to the aforementioned concerns on the cardiovascular safety of NRTs, some large
clinical trials aimed to evaluate their safety, especially for patients with CVD [49–51]. These
studies did not find increased cardiovascular risk in the group of patients using NRTs for
smoking cessation. Cardiac arrest, myocardial infarction, death, and hospitalization due to
arrhythmias, angina, or heart failure did not differ between the group using placebo and
that using NRTs, although smoking cessation was more successfully achieved in the NRT
group [52,53].

2.1.2. Bupropion

Bupropion SR is a first-line medication for smoking cessation and the first non-nicotine
therapy. Since 1989, it has been used as an anti-depressant and it has been observed
that patients experienced smoking cessation unintentionally. For that, bupropion was
evaluated for smoking cessation [54]. Bupropion is a weak norepinephrine–dopamine
reuptake inhibitor but without significant antagonism at histaminic or muscarinic receptors.
While it is not a classic stimulant, it may increase dopamine and norepinephrine resulting
in non-specific stimulation [54–56]. Its main mechanism of action is by blocking the
neuronal release of dopamine and noradrenaline and possibly by inhibiting anti-cholinergic
nicotine receptors [55]. Bupropion’s efficacy for smoking cessation is independent from
its anti-depressant action, as it has been proven effective also in non-depressive smokers.
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Bupropion reduces the severity of withdrawal symptoms such as depression and increased
appetite and it has been found to almost double the abstinence ratio by reducing the
severity of withdrawal syndrome in both sexes [56]. Bupropion is recommended for
smoking cessation especially in smokers concerned about post-abstinence weight gain
and for preventing smoking relapses. With the exception of one study [57] in smokers
with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), that expressed the hypothesis that
bupropion could alter the ventilator response to hypoxia and hypercapnia, no other study
has found similar effects [58].

As bupropion has been on the market for many years as an anti-depressant, its
adverse effects have been well documented [58]. The most common adverse effects include
headaches, oral dryness, and insomnia. More specifically, the short-acting formulations of
bupropion that were administered late before sleep were associated with sleep disorders
due to their alerting effects [59]. In order to avoid sleep problems such as insomnia, the
first bupropion tablet is recommended in the early morning, so that the second tablet
is administered at least four hours before sleep, early in the afternoon. If insomnia is
considered a significant problem the dose may be reduced to 150 mg/day.

Moreover, unlike other anti-depressants, the use of bupropion in patients with de-
pression may increase REM sleep and decrease REM latency [60]. A study has found that
the differences in REM latency change after the administration of bupropion reflects the
different response to the medication and the different response to treatment assessed by
depression rating scales. Patients that showed an increase in REM latency after bupropion
use responded better in the anti-depressive treatment compared with those who showed a
decrease in REM latency that did not show anti-depressive response [61]. Further, it has
been found that bupropion presents a relatively low risk of inducing REM sleep behavioral
disorder [62] and restless legs syndrome [63,64].

Despite the administration of bupropion for many years as an anti-depressant and
later for smoking cessation, there are few data concerning its effects in OSA patients. The
co-existence of insomnia and OSA (Comorbid insomnia and sleep apnea, COMISA) is
a rather common condition that has been under-recognized for several years. COMISA
further impairs the quality of sleep and may cause problems in the diagnosis but also
treatment. [65]. It has been observed that COMISA is linked with an increased risk of all-
cause mortality and also higher rates of hypertension and cardiovascular disease (CVD) [66].
Insomnia is one of the most frequent side effects of bupropion; however, we did not find
any studies evaluating the effects of bupropion on the sleep continuity of OSA patients and
more specifically those suffering from COMISA.

In addition, bupropion, unlike other anti-depressants, does not have REM suppressant
effects and may increase REM [60]. Although OSA occurs during any sleep stage, the
majority of respiratory events occur in REM, as during this stage of sleep there is reduced
muscle tone in every muscle apart from the diaphragm. In addition, some patients present
obstructive events only during REM sleep. For this reason, bupropion may affect the
severity of OSA, especially in patients with predominantly REM OSA. However, this is a
hypothesis as no studies are available yet.

Cardiovascular Effects of Bupropion

The most important side effects of bupropion include the dose-related risk of seizures
and hypertension reported even without the pre-existence of hypertension [54–57]. Precau-
tions for these effects are included in the package label. Older studies did not find clinically
important effects of bupropion on heart rate, blood pressure, conduction complications,
or a higher risk of an AV block [67,68]. The use of bupropion SR for smoking cessation in
patients with CVD has been also examined [69–72]. No significant effects on blood pressure
were found at 12 weeks between bupropion and placebo and the adverse cardiovascular
events were similar in both groups. However, the cardiovascular events were greater in the
bupropion group after 12 months of observation, even though in the early post hoc analysis
no significant differences were found between the cardiovascular events in patients who
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completed 30 days and 12 weeks of therapy [69]. Another study that evaluated the effect
of bupropion in smokers hospitalized for acute coronary syndrome ended early due to a
lack of efficacy, but did not find significant cardiovascular risk differences, even after one
year of follow up [70]. Other studies that evaluated the cardiovascular effects of bupro-
pion in the outpatient setting [71,72] did not find significant increase in blood pressure
or heart rate, even in patients suffering from CVD. However, CVD patients that received
bupropion reported more frequent adverse events such as palpitation and angina [71] and
a small difference in heart rate occurred in those that received higher dose of bupropion SR
(400 mg) [72].

2.1.3. Varenicline

Varenicline is a first-line medication for smoking cessation and is one of the most effec-
tive ones as it has been found that it significantly increases smoking abstinence rates [73].
It binds with high selectivity and affinity with alpha4beta2 nAChRs (α4β2nAChRs). It
also stimulates dopamine release [74]. Varenicline acts as a partial agonist reducing with-
drawal symptoms, but also as an antagonist reducing the rewarding effects of smoking and
facilitating smoking cessation.

The most common side effects of varenicline include nausea, headaches, insomnia,
and abnormal dreams. There is evidence that smokers that are treated with varenicline
often report sleep disorders that decrease over time [24]. For example, insomnia symptoms
peak during the first week of use and progressively decline after 2–12 weeks [75]. On the
other hand, sleep disorders are a commonly reported symptom during smoking cessation
and are considered a withdrawal symptom [11,24,76]. Furthermore, abnormal dreams
and nightmares are also frequently reported as varenicline’s side effects [77,78]. Frequent
awakenings and abnormal dreams but without significant alterations in sleep measures
were reported in a study that evaluated sleep diaries after varenicline use [78]. Due to the
stimulation of dopamine release from varenicline, amelioration of restless leg syndrome
has been reported during smoking cessation attempts [79]. Rarely, in some cases, som-
nambulism and REM sleep disorders have been reported [77,79]. In the study of Savage
et al. [77] that reviewed the original reports from WHO Global Individual Case Safety
Reports Database, 27 reports were found about the adverse effects of varenicline. These
included ten reports of aggressive activity during sleep and seven of other sleep-related
harmful or potentially harmful activities (violent dreaming, nightmares, and other REM
sleep behavior disorders, as well as NREM parasomnias such as somnambulism).

The data on the effect of varenicline on patients with OSA that smoke are rather
limited. A study from our group showed that in smokers suffering from OSA, varenicline
administration resulted in prolongation of sleep latency, of N2 and N3 sleep stage latency, in
an increased arousal index, and in the reduction in AHI, especially during REM sleep [80].
Our main concern was the fact that it is difficult to differentiate between the adverse effects
of varenicline or withdrawal symptoms per se. Unfortunately, due to the presence of
N-nitroso-varenicline above the acceptable intake limits, varenicline has been recalled from
European market over the last 2 years, limiting our studies to further explore its effects on
sleep and sleep-disordered breathing [81].

Cardiovascular Effects of Varenicline

As varenicline binds selectively to α4β2nAChRs, its cardiovascular effects via the
α3β4 nAChRs should be rather limited [82]. However, it has been found that varenicline
binds to α7 homomeric nAChR, that may affect endothelial function and/or angiogenesis,
contributing to cardiovascular adverse effects [83,84]. Early clinical trials including smokers
with CVD did not find significantly higher rates of CV events as myocardial infarction and
stroke compared to the placebo [85]. However, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
in 2011 mandated strengthened product warnings on the possible increased CV event risk in
smokers with CVD [86]. In order to assess the neuropsychiatric adverse effects of bupropion
and varenicline, the FDA and the EMA requested that their manufacturers conduct a
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randomized clinical trial (RCT) to evaluate their safety. The Evaluating Adverse Events in a
Global Smoking Cessation Study (EAGLES) was extended in order to also evaluate possible
cardiovascular events during and after smoking cessation treatment [19,20]. EAGLES was
a large phase IV 24-week randomized double-blind, triple-dummy, placebo- and active-
controlled trial in smokers with and without psychiatric disease and assessed the safety
and efficacy of three first-line smoking cessation treatments: varenicline, bupropion with a
tapering regimen with NRTs (control). This study concluded that there was no evidence of
increased risk of serious cardiovascular adverse events with the use of smoking cessation
pharmacotherapies [19,20].

In the meantime, several studies have reached mixed conclusions regarding vareni-
cline’s safety [87–92]. An observational study reported a 34% increased risk of CVD
hospitalizations and emergency department visits during varenicline use compared with
controls, concluding that varenicline was associated with increased risk of cardiovascular
but not neuropsychiatric events [92]. However, this study design was criticized for bias due
to the inappropriate use of a self-controlled risk, due to reverse causality and measurement
errors [93]. On the other hand, other studies on patients with acute coronary syndromes
using varenicline did not report increased cardiovascular events but increased smoking
abstinence compared with placebo [91,94]. In addition, more recent studies in a real-life
setting have also reported minimal risk of cardiovascular side effects of first-line smoking
cessation medication on cardiovascular events, heart rate, and blood pressure, further
supporting their safety for patients with CVD [20,95,96].

2.2. Second-Line Medications
2.2.1. Nortriptyline

Nortriptyline is a tricyclic anti-depressant that has been used as a second-line med-
ication for smoking cessation [17,56,58]. The main indication of nortriptyline is as an
antidepressant, but it has also been administered for chronic pain, i.e., orofacial pain, pos-
therpetic neuralgia, and diabetic neuropathy (off-label). Nausea, headaches, constipation,
dry mouth, sedation, and arrhythmia risk in patients suffering from CVD are its main side
effects. Due to the potential side effects, the use of nortriptyline for smoking cessation is
rather limited.

There are few studies evaluating the effects of nortriptyline on sleep and they are even
more limited for patients with OSA. A study on elderly patients that were suffering from
major depression found that nortriptyline decreased sleep apnea as it decreased REM sleep
and increased phasic REM activity but did not have any effect on periodic limb movements
during sleep [97].

Cardiovascular Effects of Nortriptyline

Clinical trials have shown that the use of nortriptyline increased heart rate and re-
duced heart rate variability, cardiac conduction, and cardio-respiratory coupling [98–100].
An animal study indicated that nortriptyline may affect QT prolongation [101]. On the
contrary, subsequent studies evaluating elderly depressed patients [102] or non-depressed
patients [103] supported its safety in patients with impaired cardiac function. Additionally,
a cohort study evaluating anti-depressant medication did not find significant association
with cardiovascular events or all-cause mortality risk [104].

2.2.2. Clonidine

Clonidine is a second-line treatment for smoking cessation. It is an a2-adrenergic ago-
nist that is indicated as an anti-hypertension treatment [105]. Its other off-label uses include
drug withdrawal, certain pain conditions, flushing due to menopause, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, and restless leg syndrome [102,106]. Clonidine is not approved
worldwide as a medication for smoking cessation [106]. Clonidine’s most common adverse
effects include postural hypotension, drowsiness, dry mouth, and fatigue and these side
effects limit its use for smoking cessation.
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The effects of clonidine on sleep and specifically on OSA have not been widely investi-
gated. In a study including eight men suffering from OSA, clonidine hydrochloride was
administered for ten days; this resulted in the reduction in respiratory events, as REM sleep
was suppressed and REM sleep latency increased. However, during non-REM sleep, no
changes were reported [107].

Cardiovascular Effects of Clonidine

Clonidine’s hemodynamic effects are mediated by both the heart and peripheral
vascular system. Clonidine decreases heart rate and stroke volume, especially early in
therapy, and reduces peripheral resistance, an effect that seems to persist even after the
initial treatment period. Clonidine has a coronary vasodilating effect, proven beneficial
for patients with coronary artery disease. Severe bradycardia is uncommon, even though
clonidine reduces the heart rate. However, it should be used with caution in patients with
AV conduction disease [108].

2.2.3. Cytisine

Cytisine is nicotine receptor partial agonist that is used for smoking cessation and
as a second-line medication in certain countries, especially in eastern European countries
since 1960. It is an alkaloid that may be found in a number of plants. During the last
years, the interest in the use cytisine for smoking cessation has increased due to its low
cost [109]. Cytisine has similar characteristics to varenicline, as a partial agonist of al-
pha4beta2 nAChRs, preventing the binding of nicotine on these receptors and reducing
cravings and symptoms of withdrawal [110,111]. The most common side effects of cytisine
include nervousness, depression, vomiting, nausea, and sleep disorders [110]. Varenicline
was more effective for smoking cessation compared with cytisine [112]. On the other hand,
when cytisine was compared with NRTs, it was found to have superior effectiveness [111].
However, no studies on the possible effects of cytisine on patients with OSA were found.

Cardiovascular Effects of Cytisine

In one of the larger studies on cytisine [113], patients with a previous CVD such
as severe atherosclerotic disease and those who have undergone percutaneous coronary
interventions were excluded. In a recent study that evaluated the use of cytisine in patients
with coronary artery disease 30 days after percutaneous coronary interventions found that
it is a rather safe and promising treatment with no increase in cardiovascular complications.
However, the compliance was rather low. Due to its low cost, cytisine may be beneficial for
smoking cessation in patients with coronary artery disease. However further research is
needed to confirm its efficacy and safety [114].

3. Discussion

According to recent and older studies [11,12,14,115–118], there is an association be-
tween smoking and increased OSA risk. A recent meta-analysis of 13 studies [116] demon-
strated that AHI and sleepiness measured with the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) were
significantly higher, whereas min SaO2 levels were lower in smokers compared with non-
smokers. There was an association between severe OSA, pack-years, and smoking. Heavy
smokers of more than 20 pack-years were at a higher OSA risk. Additionally, patients with
more severe OSA exhibited a stronger association with smoking compared with those with
mild or moderate disease [116].

In our opinion there is an association between successful smoking cessation and OSA,
as untreated OSA may predispose one to increased nicotine addiction due to the stimulating
effects of nicotine [14]. In addition, smoking increases OSA severity by inducing upper
airway inflammation, affecting the upper airway neuromuscular function and by altering
sleep architecture and arousal mechanisms [11,12]. Smoking cessation could improve
OSA, but there is limited evidence. Sleep disturbances are included in the most common
withdrawal effects during smoking cessation and are related to unsuccessful quitting
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attempts. We believe that smokers should receive personalized treatment according to their
different individual needs and problems such as OSA. The effects of smoking cessation
pharmacotherapy on the respiratory events and sleep architecture of patients with OSA are
less studied and are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The effects of different smoking cessation pharmacological treatments on OSA.

Smoking Cessation Pharmacotherapy Effects on OSA

First-line medications

Nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)

1. The use of a transdermal patch: no significant
improvement on respiratory events [35].

2. The use of a tooth patch: no significant
improvement on respiratory events [36].

3. The use of nicotine gum: reduction in
obstructive and mixed apneas during the first 2 h
of sleep but the effect did not last as AHI
increased during the end of the night [34].

Bupropion

1. No studies specifically on OSA patients.
2. It increases insomnia symptoms [59] and may

affect COMISA—no studies found.
3. May increase respiratory events during REM as

it increases REM sleep [60]—no studies found.

Varenicline

1. Prolongation of sleep latency.
2. Increase N2 and N3 latency and arousal index.
3. Reduction in AHI, especially during REM [80].
4. Insomnia, frequent awakenings, abnormal

dreams are frequently reported [77,78].

Second-line medications

Nortriptyline
1. No studies specifically on OSA patients.
2. May decrease respiratory events as it reduces

REM sleep [97]

Clonidine

1. No significant effect on AHI during non-REM
sleep [107].

2. Reduction in respiratory events during REM, as
it reduced REM sleep [107].

Cytisine No studies specifically on OSA patients
OSA = obstructive sleep apnea, AHI = apnea hypopnea index, COMISA = comorbid insomnia and sleep apnea,
REM = rapid eye movement.

As for first-line treatments, only small studies have evaluated the effect of NRTs on
OSA. Some of them found an improvement in respiratory events but the result was not
permanent. No specific studies on the effect of bupropion on OSA patients were found.
However, our hypothesis is that as bupropion increases REM sleep, it may increase OSA
severity, especially during REM. A limited number of studies, including one from our
group, evaluated the effect of varenicline on OSA. Varenicline administration in patients
suffering from OSA that wished to stop smoking reduced the AHI, especially during REM
sleep. Studies on second-line medications are even scarcer. Further investigations are
required as it is difficult to differentiate the adverse effects of the medications and the
withdrawal effects of smoking cessation.

Our review has several limitations. It is not a systematic review and it describes
different studies with different aims and methods, so there is a bias risk. These studies
include different types of population (i.e., smokers, with depression, with OSA, etc.), there
is a limited number of participants in most of them and various outcomes. The different
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studies that were included in the current review evaluating smoking cessation medications
on sleep and sleep disorders are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Details of the studies evaluating the different smoking cessation medications on sleep and
sleep disorders.

Type of
Pharmacotherapy Type of Study Number

Patients Aim to Evaluate Duration Conclusions

First-line

NRT

Jorenby et al. [26]

Multicentre
comparative
controlled
clinical study

211

Intense counseling with either
nicotine (21 mg) or placebo
transdermal patches for
withdrawal severity (using a
nine-item daily self-report
questionnaire, especially hunger
and weight gain)

5-week study
period

NRT 21 mg reduced craving for
cigarettes, anxiety, irritability,
appetite, and weight gain
(1.85 versus 2.88 kg mean gain
over 4 weeks in active and
placebo groups, respectively)

Fredrickson et al.
[27]

Open-label
clinical trial 40

The safety and tolerability of
44 mg/day dose of transdermal
NRT for smoking cessation in
smokers ≥ 20 cigarettes/ day for
4 weeks followed by 4 weeks of
22 mg/day

4 weeks of each
type of NRT

44 mg/day NRT patch was safe,
tolerable, without significant
adverse events. In 33% of
subjects that received the
44 mg/day dose, sleep
complaints were reported

Page et al. [29] Blind clinical
trial 15

The effect of 24-h transdermal
NRT patches on sleep and dream
mentation in smokers either
21 mg/24 h or 14 mg/24 h
depending to smoking vs.
control patch

1 night each
intervention

More time awake, more arousals,
and less REM sleep with NRT
patch compared to placebo.
Stages 1, 2, and SWS remained
similar, suggesting nicotine
effects specific to REM sleep
and arousals.
No general difference between
dream report between NRT and
placebo nights but more vivid
dreams with NRTs

Wetter et al. [30] Double-masked
RCT 34

1. The impact of tobacco
withdrawal on objectively
assessed sleep parameters
2. If 24 h NRT aids or interferes
with sleep during withdrawal
Smokers received either active
nicotine patches or placebo
patches while quitting

PSG during two
precessation and
three
postcessation
nights

Tobacco withdrawal increases
objectively assessed sleep
disturbance (sleep
fragmentation)
NRT in postcessation improved
sleep fragmentation, Stage 3,
and Stage 4

Gillin et al. [31] RCT 12

The dose-dependent, acute
effects of NRT patch (7 and
14 mg) and placebo, applied 2 h
before bedtime, on sleep and
mood in non-smokers

PSG during two
nights (NRT and
recovery)

Compared with placebo patch,
NRT associated with early
morning awakening and
reduced REM in a
dose-dependent fashion. On the
recovery night after the NRT,
REM latency and stage 2
significantly reduced, whereas
REM increased compared with
the active patch. Mood and
dreaming recall were not
significantly affected

Staner et al. [32]
Open label
two-period
crossover RCT

20
The effects on sleep of 24 h
(Nicopatch) or 16 h (Nicorette)
NRT patches

48 h
PSG from 12 pm
to 7 am for two
consecutive
nights (baseline
and treatment
nights).

Compared to the 16 h NRT patch,
the 24 h patch resulted in
significantly less microarousals,
a greater proportion of SWS,
higher REM density, and REM
beta activities
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Table 2. Cont.

Type of
Pharmacotherapy Type of Study Number

Patients Aim to Evaluate Duration Conclusions

Gourlay et al. [33] RCT double
blind 629

The efficacy and safety of a
repeat course of treatment with
transdermal NRT for smoking
cessation; 12 weeks with active
NRT patches or placebo and brief
counseling at monthly visits.

26-week
follow up

Repeated treatment with NRT
and brief counseling can
improve low success rates.
Difficulty in sleeping was
reported by 24% on active
treatment vs. 13.3% on placebo
(p = 0.015)

For OSA

Gothe et al. [34] Clinical trial 8

The effect of NRT (nicotine
gum total
dose of 14 mg) on possible
increase in upper airway muscle
activity of OSA patients

One night
NRT reduced apneas
(obstructive and mixed) during
the first 2 h of sleep

Davilla et al. [35] RCT crossover 20

The effect of NRT in the
treatment of OSA, placebo, or an
active patch that delivers 11 mg
of nicotine over a 24 h period
was applied

PSG one night

TST and SE decreased with NRT
patch. Negative correlation
between serum
nicotine concentration and mean
duration of respiratory events

Zevin et al. [36] RCT 10
The effect of two doses of
nicotine tooth patch, 2 mg and
4 mg, on OSA

PSG at baseline
and during two
treatments

No effect on AHI or on sleep
stages even during the first 4 h
when there were high levels of
nicotine in saliva

Bupropion

Gandotra et al. [59]
Observational
retrospective
study

30

The effect of different bupropion
formulations on
treatment-emergent insomnia in
veterans with major depressive
disorder

Baseline and at
4–6 weeks and
7–12 weeks after
initiation of
bupropion

SR and IR formulations were
more often related with
insomnia compared with the XL
dosage form

Nofzinger et al.
[60] RCT 18

The effects of bupropion (n = 7),
fluoxetine (n = 11), and cognitive
behavior therapy on EEG sleep
in depressed subjects

Pre- and
post-treatment
EEG sleep study

REM latency was reduced and
REM% and REM time was
increased with bupropion

Ott et al. [61] RCT 20

The effect of bupropion SR
(150 mg) single dose on sleep
macroarchitecture and EEG
changes in patients with
unipolar major depressive
disorder

2-night EEG
session
approximatey 1
week apart

Responders showed an increase
in REM latency following
bupropion challenge, whereas
non-responders showed a
decrease in REM latency

For Sleep Disorders

McCall et al. [63] Clinical trial
observational 94

Whether OSA patients using
SSRIs have more RRLMs than
those taking bupropion or no
anti-depressant.
Comparison between groups
bupropion (n = 32), an SSRI
(n = 31), or no anti-depressant
(n = 31)

One full-night
diagnostic study
or split-night
study

Patients using SSRIs had
significantly greater overall
RRLM%, RRLM index, and
PLMI relative to patients using
bupropion and control patients

Bayard et al. [64] RCT double
blind 29

Whether 150 mg/day bupropion
SR would improve the
symptoms of RLS, or at least not
exacerbate them (n = 29
bupropion vs. n = 31 controls)

6-week follow up

Bupropion was more effective
than placebo in the treatment of
RLS at 3 weeks; no significant
difference at 6 weeks. Bupropion
does not exacerbate RLS
symptoms
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Table 2. Cont.

Type of
Pharmacotherapy Type of Study Number

Patients Aim to Evaluate Duration Conclusions

Varenicline

Savage et al. [77]

Original reports
from WHO
Global
Individual Case
Safety Reports
Database

n/a

The adverse drug reaction
reports of “abnormal
sleep-related events” associated
with varenicline

n/a

27 reports included 10 reports of
aggressive activity during sleep
and 7 of other sleep related
harmful or potentially harmful
activities (violent dreaming,
nightmares, REM sleep behavior
disorders, and NREM
parasomnias somnambulism)

Polini et al. [78] Clinical trial 38

Changes in sleep and dream
measures by using a one-week
sleep diary and collecting dream
recall between varenicline
(n = 25) and NRT (n = 13)

Baseline and
2 weeks follow
up

Numerous dreams in the
varenicline group may be related
to lighter sleep due to increased
number of awakenings

Romigni et al. [79] Case report 1 Familial case of severe RLS
resistant to treatment

Follow-up
12 weeks

Effective amelioration of RLS
with varenicline

For OSA

Pataka et al. [80] Case-control
study 30

Possible changes in PSG during
varenicline treatment in healthy
smokers (n = 16) and smokers
with OSA (n = 14).

First PSG before
varenicline while
smoking and
second
20–30 days
during VAR
administration
and smoking
cessation for at
least 5 days

Varenicline treatment worsened
sleep quality, as it prolonged SL,
N2 and N3 latency, increased
arousal index, and reduced SE. A
marginal reduction in AHI was
found in OSA patients, more
significantly during REM

Second-line

Nortriptyline

Buysse et al. [97] RCT double
blind 31

The effects of nortriptyline and
placebo on subjective and EEG
sleep measures over 1 year of
maintenance therapy and the
likelihood of recurrence in
elderly depressed patients

1 year

Nortriptyline acutely and
persistently decreased REM,
increased phasic REM activity,
decreased sleep apnea, and had
no effect on PLMs during sleep

Clonidine-OSA

Issa FG [107] Controlled
clinical study 8 The effect of clonidine on OSA

(10 days of clonidine 0.2 mg)

PSG in two
control and two
placebo nights

Clonidine reduced respiratory
events, as REM sleep was
suppressed and REM sleep
latency increased. During NREM
sleep, no changes were reported

NRT = nicotine replacement therapy, PSG = polysomnography, REM = rapid eye movements, SWS = slow wave
sleep, OSA = obstructive sleep apnea, TST = total sleep time, SE = sleep efficiency, AHI = apnea hypopnea index,
SR = sustained-release, IR = immediate-release, EEG = electroencephalogram, SSRIs = selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors, RRLMs = respiratory-related leg movements, PLMI = periodic limb movement index, RLS = restless
legs syndrome, WHO = World Health Organization, SL = sleep latency.

4. Conclusions

It is critical to encourage smokers to quit, as smoking cessation is the most effective
intervention to lower the risk of death and disability due to smoking-related chronic
diseases. In Table 3, the main clinical recommendations for smoking cessation in OSA
patients are summarized according to our opinion.
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Table 3. Clinical recommendations for smoking cessation in OSA patients.

A Multimodal Approach [16,17]:
1 + 2 + 3

Health Care Providers Should Assess Patient’s Nicotine Dependence to Understand the
Chances for Success and Risk of Relapse (Five As: Ask, Advise, Assess, Assist, Arrange or
AAR: Ask, Assist, Refer)

1. Motivational strategies and
behavior therapy
(counseling)

OSA patients should consider smoking cessation as a part of their treatment
Insomnia is a nicotine withdrawal symptom (consider CBT, short course benzodiazepines,
melatonin) [24]

2. Pharmacotherapy (first-line)
Duration of therapy
minimum of 12 weeks; may
be prolonged [16,17]
Consider combinations [17]:
(no available studies for
OSA patients)

• NRT long + short
acting

• NRT + bupropion
• NRT + Varenicline

NRTs:
Long-acting (nicotine patch),
short-acting (nicotine gum,
lozenge, inhaler, or nasal
spray) according to nicotine
dependence–number of
cigarettes/day

Bupropion: *
Especially in those with
symptoms of depression or
fatigue, while used it reduces
postcessation weight gain
Consider interactions with
other medications,
contraindications (i.e., history
of seizures, brain tumors, etc.)
Monitor for neuropsychiatric
symptoms
It increases insomnia, REM
sleep (Table 1)

Varenicline: *
Reduce dose in severe renal
insufficiency
Be cautious in patients with
unstable psychiatric status,
PTSD, suicidal ideation

Monitor for
neuropsychiatric symptoms
Nausea, insomnia, abnormal
(vivid, unusual, or strange)
dreams (Table 1)

3. follow-up

Retreatment for smoking
cessation as needed
(counseling, other
pharmacotherapy)

Follow up for OSA treatment
(i.e., PAP adherence, MAD)

Take care for other issues
(weight gain, exercise)

CBT = Cognitive Behavioral Treatment, NRT = Nicotine Replacement Treatment, PAP = Positive Airway Pressure,
MAD = Mandibular Device, PTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder. * Gradual smoking reduction is an alternative.

The impact of smoking and smoking cessation on sleep has been studied. On the one
hand, there are limited studies on smoking cessation medications in patients with OSA and
especially of their cardiovascular effects in this population. NRTs have been studied more
extensively than the other first-line smoking cessation medications, such as bupropion and
varenicline. The second-line medications, such as nortriptyline, clonidine, and cytosine, are
even less studied. Furthermore, it is difficult to distinguish between the effects of smoking
cessation per se and the adverse effects of smoking cessation pharmacotherapy. Future
investigations with randomized controlled studies on the different pharmacotherapies
are needed in order to eliminate these problems. Future studies are needed in order to
evaluate the efficacy and safety of smoking cessation medications in OSA patients. OSA
and cigarette smoking both increase CVD risk, so it is very important to help these patients
to quit smoking effectively. OSA patients are at high CVD risk especially if left untreated.
Smokers with CVD are most likely to quit following an acute event and smoking cessation
treatments have been found to be safe for them [119]. Personalized treatment is important
for every disease and smoking cessation should be performed in an individualized manner,
taking into account the different problems of each patient, such as sleep disorders.
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